Definition of a negative modulation domain in the human progesterone receptor.
The progesterone receptor (PR) occurs in two major forms, the full-length PRB and the amino-truncated PRA, which lacks 164 amino-terminal residues. PRB functions as a strong transcriptional activator of progesterone-responsive genes, whereas PRA is inactive in several cell types where it may even act as a trans-dominant repressor of PRB and other steroid receptors, like the glucocorticoid receptor or, reportedly, the estrogen receptor. We initially observed that a PR deleted of its entire amino domain (PR538-C) is incapable of trans-repressing PRB or glucocorticoid receptor, suggesting that a negative modulation domain must be contained in the region between position 165 and 538. After testing progressive deletion mutants and chimeras, we demonstrate that this negative modulating domain is confined within 120 residues in the amino-terminal region and that it contains a subdomain of 40 residues that is crucial for intermolecular transrepression. Duplication, deletion, and transplantation of the negative modulation domain show that the negative modulation domain has only a limited functional autonomy. In our hands, transrepression of estrogen receptor could not be substantiated, and, under our conditions, at least an equimolar concentration of PRA expression plasmid is required for transrepression. Our deletion studies reveal domains that correlate with strong homology patches between the amino-terminal domains of mammalian and avian PR.